We propose a digital watermarking method warranting the lower limit of the image quality of watermarked images. The proposed method controls the degradation of a watermarked image by using a lower limit image. The lower limit image means the image of the worst quality that users can permit. The proposed method accepts any lower limit image and does not require it at extraction. Therefore lower limit images can be decided flexibly. In this paper, we introduce 2-dimensional human visual MTF model as an example of obtaining lower limit images. Also we use JPEG-compressed images of quality 75% and 50% as lower limit images. We investigate the performance of the proposed method by experiments. Moreover we compare the proposed method using three types of lower limit images with the existing method in view of the tradeoff between PSNR and the robustness against JPEG compression.
Introduction
Digital watermarking is a technique that embeds additional data into digital contents so that the distortion by embedding them is perceptually undetectable [1] . The distortion of watermarked images by general digital watermarking methods is fixed only after embedding. Some digital watermarking methods [2] prevent the degradation of the image quality of watermarked images by using human visual system. However the lower limit of the image quality of the watermarked images was not clear. Such obscurity of the lower limit disturbs the practical use of digital watermarking.
The method proposed by Yoshiura and Echizen [2] decided the embedding strength by introducing uniform color space so that the degradation of all regions in a image was equalized. However there is the fact that the degradation by modification in uniform color space depends on the direction of the modification described in Section 2.
In this paper, we propose a digital watermarking method warranting the lower limit of the image quality of watermarked images. The proposed method controls the degradation of a watermarked image by using a lower limit image. The lower limit image means the image of the worst quality that users can permit. The proposed method accepts any lower limit image and does not require it at extraction. Therefore lower limit images can be decided flexibly. In this paper, we introduce 2-dimensional human visual MTF model as an example of obtaining lower limit images. Also we use JPEG-compressed images of quality 75% and 50% as lower limit images, which are popular formats as degraded images.
The rest of this paper consists of five sections. We describe our approach in Section 2 and introduce the existing techniques in Section 3. Then we describe the detail of the proposed method in Section 4 and show and discuss the performance of the proposed method in Section 5. Finally we conclude this paper in Section 6.
Our Approach
We assume that there is a range in which the changes for pixel values are imperceptible. We call the range "perceptual capacity." Existing methods do not modify pixel values in the perceptual capacity strictly. Therefore we introduce a lower limit image which means the image of the worst quality that users can permit, that is, which provides with perceptual capacity. The contribution of the introduction of lower limit images is the separation of perceptual capacity The proposed method warrants the lower limit of the image quality of a watermarked image by approximating an original image to the corresponding lower limit image for embedding. Moreover we introduce L * a * b * color space for equalizing the degradation by embedding, where L * a * b * color space is one of the popular uniform color spaces. Then the quality of a watermarked image is between that of the original image and that of the lower limit image in L * a * b * color space. The lower limit image can be decided flexibly because the proposed method does not require it at extraction.
In general, the modification with the same quantity in a uniform color space perceptually yields the same degradation. However the direction of the modification is important, too. We found this fact by comparing the degradation of the modified images approaching human visual filtered images with that of the modified images leaving the filtered images, where the modification was done in L * a * b * color space. The human visual filter cuts off redundant component for visual sensation. Figure 1 shows the difference in quality by the direction of modification, where the human visual filter used here is mathematical 2-dimensional human visual MTF model described in Section 3.2.2. As shown in Figure 1 , the degradation of the modified image approaching the filtered image is more imperceptible than that of the modified image leaving the filtered image. We utilize this feature by employing the images filtered by mathematical 2-dimensional human visual MTF model as one of the types of lower limit images. Also we use JPEG compressed images of quality 75% and 50% as lower limit images, which are popular formats as degraded images. In other words, employing the MTF model is a theoretical approach to generate lower limit images, while using JPEG-compression is a practical approach. [3] .
Existing Techniques
First we obtain gamma-transformed sRGB color space by the following equations:
, R ≤ 0.04045, (R + 0.055) 1.055 2.4 , otherwise,
, otherwise, , otherwise,
where R, G, and B are the values in gamma-transformed sRGB color space, and R s , G s , and B s are the values in sRGB color space.
Then we obtain XYZ color space from gammatransformed sRGB color space by the following equations: 
* color space is one of uniform color spaces established by CIE in 1976 [4] . In a uniform color space, the distances between colors are fixed based on the perceptual differences between the colors [3, 5, 6] . L * a * b * color space is obtained from XYZ color space by the following equations:
where X n , Y n , and Z n are coefficients which depend upon the illuminant (for daylight illuminant D65, X n = 95.045, Y n = 100, and Z n = 108.892). Figure 2 , any pattern corresponds to the spacial frequency. On the other hand, contrast sensitivity is a measure of the ability to discern luminances of different levels in a static image. Contrast sensitivity depends on spatial frequency. For example, it tends to be high for medium spatial frequency, while it tends to be low for high spatial frequency. Figure 3 shows the shape of human visual MTF for luminance. As shown in Figure 3 , contrast sensitivity is numerically expressed by MTF. In human visual MTF for luminance, contrast sensitivity is high for medium spatial frequency and is suddenly low for high spatial frequency. It is known that the shape of human visual MTF for other color stimulus is similar to that for luminance.
Opponent Color

Mathematical 2-Dimensional Human Visual MTF
Model. Ishihara et al. [7, 8] and Miyake [9] revealed that human visual MTF depends on directivity in spatial frequency and mean of stimulus. Moreover they proposed mathematical 2-dimensional human visual MTF model about tristimulus on opponent color space.
Let u, v be horizontal and vertical spatial frequency, respectively, let w = √ u 2 + v 2 be the spatial frequency on u-v plane, and let φ = arctan(v/u) be the direction of w. Then contrast sensitivity M(u, v) obtained by mathematical 2-dimensional human visual MTF model is defined as follows:
where γ(u) represents the ratio of diagonal contrast sensitivity to horizontal contrast sensitivity when the horizontal spatial frequency is equal to u, and M 0 (w) is defined as follows:
where β(o) represents the maximum value of horizontal contrast sensitivity on human visual MTF when the mean of stimulus is equal to o. We define M r/g (u, v) and M y/b (u, v) as contrast sensitivity M(u, v) for red-green channel and yellow-blue channel, respectively. We can obtain M r/g (u, v) and M y/b (u, v) from (5) using the parameters shown in Table 1 . The parameters β r/g (J r/g ), β y/b (J y/b ), γ rg (w), and γ y/b (w) in Table 1 are calculated by the following equations:
where J r/g and J y/b represent the means of all J r/g and J y/b in an image, respectively. In the literature [7] [8] [9] , M 0 (w) is not calculated when w < 1.5. For the correction of this incident, we regard M 0 (w) as M 0 (1.5) when w < 1.5 so as to obey the meaning of contrast sensitivity. Figure 4 shows the shapes of M r/g (u, v) and M y/b (u, v) with or without the correction. 
In this paper, only red-green and yellow-blue channels are filtered, which are based on the characteristic that modification in luminance is more perceptual than that in red-green or yellow-blue channel.
Step 1. An original image with N x × N y pixels is transformed into opponent color space. Let J r/g (x, y) and J y/b (x, y) be the values of red-green and yellow-blue channels located at the coordinate (x, y), respectively.
Step 2. J r/g (x, y) and
Step 3. The filtered discrete Fourier transform coefficients F r/g (u, v) and F y/b (u, v) are, respectively, obtained by the following equations:
Step 4 
Proposed Method
Embedding Procedure.
Firstly we divide an original image with N x × N y pixels and the corresponding lower limit image into blocks with L × L pixels. Moreover the blocks are divided into subblocks with L s × L s pixels. Let B(i, j) and B(i, j) be the (i, j)-th block in the original image and the lower limit image, respectively, where
and B s (k, l) for simplicity). The proposed method embeds one watermark bit into one block. Let b i j ∈ {0, 1} be the watermark bit embedded in B(i, j). The embedding procedure of b i j is as follows.
Step 1. Let g(m, n) be the pixel value located at (m, n) in
In the same manner, g(m, n) and
Step 2 Step 3. The difference ΔD(m, n) between the norms of the pixels in the original image and the lower limit image is obtained by the following equation:
Moreover the sum Σ + of positive values and the sum Σ − of negative values in B(i, j) are obtained as follows:
ΔD(m, n), Step 4.
is obtained by the following equation:
Step 5. The mean W of the sums W(k, l) of all subblocks in B(i, j) is obtained by the following equation: Step 6. The quantized mean W Q is obtained by the following equation:
where x means the maximum integer which is smaller than x. The quantizer Q acts as embedding strength.
Step 7. The quantized mean W Q will be modified so as to be even when b i j = 0 and be modified so as to be odd when b i j = 1 by the following steps (Step 7∼Step 9). The watermarked value W of the quantized mean is obtained as follows:
Moreover we obtain the quantity K which is added to W for embedding by the following equation:
Step 8. We obtain the quantity K(m, n) which is added to each pixel value D(m, n) in B(i, j) for embedding as follows:
(ii) when K < 0,
Step
be the watermarked point of P mn . As shown in Figure 5 , we change P mn into P mn so as to satisfy
where t is the ratio for changing of P mn into P mn . The ratio t satisfies 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and the following equation:
where ΔL * mn , Δa * mn , and Δb * mn are obtained by the following equation:
Step 10. The watermarked points P mn are transformed into sRGB color space, where the transformation of real numbers into integers (round-up or round-down) is decided so that the influence on P mn is minimized. Then we obtain the watermarked block B(i, j) .
We obtain the watermarked image after all watermark bits have been embedded.
Extracting Procedure.
Firstly we obtain the blocks B(i, j) and the subblocks B s (k, l) from a watermarked image in the same manner as embedding procedure.
The extracting procedure for a block B(i, j) is as follows.
Step 1. The pixel values g(m, n) in B(i, j) are transformed into L * a * b * color space and are regarded as the points
Step 2. The sum
is obtained for each sub-block in the same manner as (12).
Step 3. The mean W of the sums W(k, l) of all subblocks in B(i, j) is obtained in the same manner as (13).
Step 4. The quantized mean W Q is obtained in the same manner as (14). Then we extract b i j as follows:
We obtain all the watermark bits after extracting for all blocks.
Experiments
Environments.
Firstly we investigated the image quality of watermarked images and lower limit images. Then we confirmed that embedded watermark bits were perfectly extracted from watermarked images. Next we investigated the available range of the embedding strength Q because the embedding strength should be decided so that the ratio t can exist. Moreover we investigated the property of the proposed method when the embedding strength Q was variable for each block. The variable embedding strength was the maximum value for each block. Finally we investigated the robustness against JPEG compression and the comparison with an existing method in view of image quality and robustness.
As shown in Figure 6 we used twelve color images "aerial," "airplane," "balloon," "couple," "earth," "girl," "lena," "mandrill," "milkdrop," "parrots," "pepper", and "sailboat" as original images. They were standard images widely used for experiments. The size of all original images was 256 × 256 pixels, that is, N x = 256, and N y = 256. We used L = 32 and L s = 16 as the size of blocks and subblocks, respectively. All the watermark bits b i j were decided so as to satisfy W Q / ≡ b i j mod 2. Then the watermarked images that used such watermark bits were worst degraded among those that used any watermark bit. We used Q = M min /6 as the embedding strength so that the ratio t in Step 9 in Section 4.1 could exist, where M min represents the minimum value of the larger ones of |Σ + | and |Σ − | in each block. The lower limit images consist of three types, that is, "MTF" which is described in Section 3.2, and "JPEG75" and "JPEG50" which are JPEG-compressed images of quality 75% and 50%. The quality 75% of JPEG compression is the standard quality. We used PSNR for the evaluation of image quality. PSNR was calculated by the following equation: PSNR = 10 log 10 255 2 MSE ,
where img i and oimg i represent the pixels in one image and the other image, respectively. We also used mean structural similarity (MSSIM) index [10] to evaluating the similarity between watermarked images and lower limit images. MSSIM index is obtained by calculating the mean EURASIP Journal on Advances in Signal Processing of SSIM indices of all windows on the images. SSIM index between two window I 0 and I 1 of size 8 × 8 pixels was calculated by the following equation: 
Results and Discussion
Image Quality.
Figures 7∼9 show the watermarked images using "MTF," "JPEG75", and "JPEG50" as the lower limit images, respectively. As shown in Figure 7∼9 , the degradation of all the watermarked images was imperceptible. Table 2 shows the PSNRs of the watermarked images and the lower limit images against the original images. As shown in Table 2 , the PSNRs of the watermarked images except for "milkdrop" and "sailboat" are the lowest when the type of the lower limit images is "MTF." The PSNRs of the watermarked images "milkdrop" and "sailboat" using "MTF" are higher than those using "JPEG50," although the PSNRs of the lower limit images of type "MTF" are less than those of type "JPEG50." This suggests that the arbitrariness of the type of lower limit images is useful. Although the PSNRs of the watermarked images "aerial" and "mandrill" using "MTF" were less than 37 [dB] and were relatively low, the degradation of these images was imperceptible because these images mainly consisted of texture-like or noisy regions as shown in Figure 7 . Figure 10 shows the lower limit images of type "MTF." As shown in Figure 10 , the degradation of the lower limit images of type "MTF" appeared as emphasizing the difference of color, for example, the hair in "mandrill" or the profile of parrots in "parrots." MTF  JPEG75  JPEG50  min  max  aerial  8  52  146  181  airplane  8  11  18  35  balloon  7  7  19  26  couple  6  66  42  89  earth  7  51  56  86  girl  6  37  44  56  lena  10  47  55  54  mandrill  6  101  136  154  milkdrop  10  44  78  89  parrots  7  7  38  43  pepper  8  81  123  162  sailboat  12  13  37  54 Such degradation tends to be imperceptible. Therefore the images filtered by 2-dimensional human visual MTF model were appropriate for lower limit images in view of the direction of modification by embedding. However the lower limit images of type "MTF" were slightly inappropriate in view of the strength of modification by embedding because some degradation was perceptible as shown in Figure 10 . Therefore one of the future works is the improvement of the decision of the embedding strength. Table 3 shows the minimum and maximum of the embedding strength Q. The minimum values of Q of "JPEG75" and "JPEG50" are similar to those of "MTF." The minimum of the embedding strength was fixed so that the embedded watermark could be perfectly extracted from the watermarked image. The maximum of the embedding strength was fixed so that the ratio t could exist (the maximum of Q is equal to M min /6). As shown in Table 3 , the range of available Q depended on images. In "balloon" and "parrots," the flexibility of Q was low because the maximum of Q is equal to the minimum of Q. It is the future work to investigate the relationship between the range of available embedding strengths and the robustness against attacks.
Validity of Lower Limit Images.
Flexibility of Embedding Strength.
Performance Using the Maximum of Q of Each Block.
We investigated the property of the proposed method when the maximum of Q (= M min /6) of each block is used; that is, embedding strength Q is variable by a block. The demerit of using the maximum of Q of each block is the increase of the quantity of data saved for extracting. In the following, we call the methods using the same Q and the maximum of Q "sameQ" and "maxQ", respectively. Note that the high maximum of Q in Table 3 does not always cause the low PSNR of the watermarked image of "maxQ" with such Q because the PSNR does not depend on the maximum of Q among all blocks but on the distribution of Q for each block when the maximum of Q of each block is used. Figures 11∼13 show the watermarked images using "MTF," "JPEG75", and "JPEG50" as the lower limit image, respectively. The embedding strength of all the watermarked images is "maxQ". Table 4 shows the PSNRs of watermarked images using the maximum of Q of each block. The degradation of all the watermarked images using "JPEG75" and "JPEG50" was imperceptible. The degradation of the watermarked image "mandrill" using "MTF" was slightly perceptible as scattered green dots in the hair of mandrill. Table 4 shows the PSNRs of the watermarked images using "maxQ" as the embedding strength. Although PSNR of "airplane" using "MTF" is under 30 [dB], the degradation of "airplane" was imperceptible because the degradation was chromatic. On the other hand, although the degradation of "mandrill" was mainly texture-like chromatic noise on texture-like regions, the degradation of "mandrill" was slightly perceptible because the modification by embedding was large. We confirmed that the use of "MTF" caused not only the right direction of the modification by embedding but also too large modification by embedding. However we obtained practical results when we use "JPEG75" and "JPEG50" as the lower limit images.
Similarity between Watermarked Images and Lower
Limit Images. Table 5 shows the MSSIMs between watermarked images and lower limit images. As shown in Table 5 , we confirmed that all the watermarked images were similar to the lower limit images because all the MSSIMs were high. It is natural that the MSSIMs of "maxQ" are larger than those of "sameQ" because the use of larger Q yields the closer watermarked images to the lower limit images. It is the reason why the MSSIMs of "maxQ" are not 1.0 that there are some pixels of which K(m, n) are equal to 0 in (18) or (19).
Robustness against JPEG Compression.
We define the number of correctly extracted bits divided by the number of all embedded bits as extraction rate. Tables 6 and 7 the extraction rates in JPEG compression of quality 75% and 90%, respectively. As shown in Table 6 , the proposed method using "sameQ" had no robustness against JPEG compression of quality 75%. Using "maxQ," some extraction rates of "JPEG75"and "JPEG50" against JPEG compression of quality 75% were larger than 90%. It was noticeable that some extraction rates of "JPEG75" were larger than those of "JPEG50" although the PSNRs of "JPEG75" were larger than those of "JPEG50." The investigation of the relationship between lower limit images and robustness is one of our future works.
As shown in Table 7 , the proposed method using "sameQ" had partial robustness against JPEG compression of quality 90%. On the other hand, almost all the extraction rates using "maxQ" were equal to 100%. Therefore the proposed method using "maxQ" had the robustness against JPEG compression of quality 90%.
Comparison with Existing Method.
We use the existing method proposed by Yoshiura and Echizen in the literature [2] for comparison. Yoshiura's method used the correlation of 2-dimensional random sequences which was one of popular watermarking procedures. Moreover Yoshiura's method took into consideration human visual system by using L * u * v * color space which was one of uniform color spaces. Therefore Yoshiura's method was appropriate to the comparison. Figure 14 shows the original image "mandrill" and the watermarked images of the existing method and the proposed methods using "sameQ-MTF" and "maxQ-JPEG50." The PSNRs of the watermarked images were approximately equalized as described in Figure 14 . As shown in Figure 14 , chromatic block noises were perceptible in the watermarked image of the existing method, while the degradation was imperceptible in the watermarked images of the proposed methods using "sameQ-MTF" and "maxQ-JPEG50" although the PSNRs of of the proposed methods were lower than the PSNR of the existing method. Figure 15 shows the enlarged partial regions of the images in Figure 14 . As shown in Figure 15 , the degradation of each watermarked image was able to be observed in detail. The degradation of the existing method was chromatic block noise. The degradation of the proposed method using "sameQ-MTF" was strong chromatic edge enhancement. The degradation of the proposed method using "maxQ-JPEG50" was imperceptible even if the partial region was enlarged. It was the reason why the degradation of the proposed method using "maxQ-JPEG50" was not block noise that the location of the pixels modified by embedding was scattered by (18) and (19).
Figures 16∼19 show the comparison of Yoshiura's method and the proposed method using "MTF," "JPEG75" or "JPEG50" as the lower limit images and "sameQ", or "maxQ" as the embedding strength. The horizontal axis of the graphs in Figures 16∼19 represents PSNR [dB] of watermarked images, while the vertical axis represents extraction rate [%] . In Figures 16∼19 , the performance of the proposed method is represented by the point for each condition, while that of the existing method is represented by the curve. We evaluated the superiority of the proposed method by checking whether the point of the proposed method was above the curve of the existing method or not. As shown in Figures 16 and 17 , only the point corresponding to "maxQ-JPEG75" was above the curve of the existing method for the results of all test images. Therefore the proposed method using "maxQ-JPEG75" was superior to the existing method for all test images in view of the robustness against JPEG compression of quality 75%. In comparison with each parameter of the proposed method, in the results of "balloon," "mandrill," and "parrots," the point corresponding to "maxQ-JPEG50" was located on the upper-left of "maxQ-JPEG75." The superiority of "maxQ-JPEG50" on the above cases would be decided depending on the importance of an extraction rate and a PSNR. As shown in Figures 18 and 19 , the points corresponding to "maxQ-JPEG75" and "maxQ-JPEG50" were above the curve of the existing method for the results of all test images. Therefore the proposed method using "maxQ-JPEG75" or "maxQ-JPEG50" was superior to the existing method for all test images in view of the robustness against JPEG compression of quality 90%. Moreover the extraction rates of "maxQ-JPEG75" and "maxQ-JPEG50" for all test images were over 95%, where the errors could be recovered by using error correcting codes. In comparison with each parameter of the proposed method, the PSNRs of "maxQ-JPEG75" were higher than those of "maxQ-JPEG50" for all test images. From above discussion, the performance of "maxQ-JPEG75" was totally the best because of the imperceptibility shown in Figure 12 and the robustness against JPEG compression.
Conclusion
We have proposed a watermarking method warranting the lower limit of the image quality of watermarked images. The proposed method warrants the lower limit of the image quality of watermarked images by introducing lower limit images and equalizes the degradation by embedding on watermarked images by using L * a * b * color space. We have investigated the image quality of watermarked images, the validity of the lower limit images filtered by mathematical 2-dimensional human visual MTF model, the flexibility of the embedding strength, the performance using the maximum of Q of each block, the similarity between watermarked images and lower limit images, the robustness against JPEG compression, and the comparison with the existing method. Our future works should be to investigate the relationship between the robustness against general image processing and lower limit images and to improve the decision of the embedding strength for each block so as to improve the tradeoff of PSNR and an extraction rate.
